Key benefits

- Greater application security
- Faster implementation for new applications
- Lower risk management costs

F5 and Qualys Partnership Overview

The F5 and Qualys Partnership

F5 Networks and Qualys have partnered to help enterprises protect mission-critical applications against cyber threats. The joint solution ensures that vulnerabilities in applications are identified by QualysGuard Web Application Scanning and are quickly protected against by F5® BIG-IP® Application Security Manager™ (ASM). IT staff can then correct code without undue haste, cost, compliance violations, or business interruption.

Dynamic Security Where Attacks Occur Most

Today’s cyber attacks increasingly exploit weaknesses in the application layer, and the combination of dynamic application security testing and a strong web application firewall typically affords maximum protection. F5 BIG-IP ASM directly integrates with QualysGuard to identify and block vulnerabilities, in full compliance with a broad range of compliance and regulatory standards, including payment card industry (PCI) standards.

“The integration between F5 products and QualysGuard helps customers automate the identification and mitigation of vulnerabilities and protects their web applications from attacks immediately, regardless of application patch cycle time.”

Philippe Courtot, Chief Executive Officer, Qualys
Learn more

For more information about QualysGuard, go to www.qualys.com to find resources about these topics.
- Product information
- QualysGuard Security and Compliance Brochure
- QualysGuard Datasheet

QualysGuard scans applications to identify vulnerabilities and can directly configure BIG-IP ASM policies to implement a “virtual patch” that blocks malicious attacks.

Greater application security

Find and fix vulnerabilities before they can be exploited.

Faster implementation for new applications

Address issues found in testing with a BIG-IP ASM policy for a faster time to resolution.

Lower risk management costs

Enable security and development teams to spend less time on damage control and more time on prevention, vulnerability analysis, thoughtful resource allocation, and strategic management.

To find out how F5 and Qualys joint solutions can help your business succeed, contact Qualys@F5.com or visit www.f5.com/qualys.